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Abstract

Sacrificial dilemmas, especially trolley problems, have rapidly become the most recognizable scientific
exemplars of moral situations; they are now a familiar part of the psychological literature and are featured
prominently in textbooks and the popular press. We are concerned that studies of sacrificial dilemmas
may lack experimental, mundane, and psychological realism and therefore suffer from low external
validity. Our apprehensions stem from three observations about trolley problems and other similar
sacrificial dilemmas: (i) they are amusing rather than sobering, (ii) they are unrealistic and unrepresentative of the moral situations people encounter in the real world, and (iii) they do not elicit the same
psychological processes as other moral situations. We believe it would be prudent to use more externally valid stimuli when testing descriptive theories that aim to provide comprehensive accounts of
moral judgment and behavior.

Research on morality has experienced a major resurgence over the past decade. A shift away
from rationalist theories that dominated the literature for many years created new theoretical
space, prompted new questions, and called for new empirical methods. New stimuli created
for laboratory studies have spurred research activity and led to many contributions to our
understanding of morality. However, we believe it is now important to revisit the methodological principle of external validity. We question whether behavioral scientists who study morality
should be concerned that they have become desensitized to potential limitations of stimuli
that have risen in prominence over the past several years. To the extent that researchers
seek to develop general theories of morality, their study stimuli must engage the same psychological processes that operate in everyday situations (Aronson, Wilson, & Brewer, 1998;
Mook, 1983).
The scholarly literature on moral judgment increasingly features studies that examine people’s reactions to “sacrificial dilemmas” (Bartels & Pizarro, 2011), or brief scenarios where the
only way to prevent a calamity from affecting a group of people would be to harm someone else
or some smaller group. The trade-off in sacrificial dilemmas is not problematic in and of itself.
Researchers can learn a great deal from the way people approach tough choices that put different moral considerations in conf lict. Our concern, however, is that many sacrificial dilemmas
are set in fanciful, sometimes absurd, contexts, and these artificial settings may affect the way
people approach the situation and decide what to do. Moral psychology has developed a
sophisticated understanding of how people respond to sacrificial dilemmas (Bartels, Bauman,
Cushman, Pizarro, & McGraw, in press; Waldmann, Nagel, & Wiegmann, 2012), but we
worry that the judgment and decision-making processes people use in these unusual situations
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may not accurately ref lect moral functioning in a broader set of situations. To be clear, our focus
in the current paper is on aspects of commonly used sacrificial dilemmas that make them seem
frivolous and different from more realistic moral situations; we find little fault with studying
moral dilemmas per se.
External validity refers to how well the results of a given study generalize and explain a range
of other situations (Campbell, 1957). We contend that the results of experiments that examine
people’s responses to artificial sacrificial dilemmas may suffer from low external validity because
artificial sacrificial dilemmas often lack experimental, mundane, and psychological realism
(Aronson et al., 1998). Experimental realism entails how well the situation meaningfully
engages participants and causes them to take the study seriously. Mundane realism refers to
how likely it is that the events in a study resemble those that participants confront in their
everyday lives. Psychological realism involves whether the same mental processes operate
during an experiment and real-world analogues. We suspect that many—and especially the
most popular—sacrificial dilemmas score relatively low on all three types of realism, which
reduces the extent to which people’s choices about the dilemmas can inform general theories
of morality. In the absence of external validity, researchers may collectively be building a science
of how people respond to a select set of stimuli that capture only a narrow and perhaps distorted
view of moral phenomena rather than generating a comprehensive theory of how people make
moral judgments across the full range of moral situations they encounter in their daily lives.
To illustrate our concerns about the artificial settings of many sacrificial dilemmas, we examine trolley problems. Trolley problems are the most prominent examples of sacrificial dilemmas.
They have been used extensively in experiments, and they acted as the catalyst that brought sacrificial dilemmas into mainstream moral psychology. We first explain the origin of trolley problems and other sacrificial dilemmas to contrast the purposes for which they were originally
conceived by philosophers with how they are currently used by psychologists. We next discuss
why psychologists and philosophers generally use different methods and call attention to ways in
which experiments that use artificial sacrificial dilemmas may not be externally valid. We also
present three observations about trolley problems that illustrate in concrete terms why we are
concerned about external validity. Finally, we conclude by calling for researchers to be mindful
of external validity when choosing stimulus materials.
Before proceeding, we wish to state explicitly that we are not suggesting that researchers
completely abandon all sacrificial dilemmas or disregard theories that have been strongly inf luenced by them. We believe that sacrificial dilemmas can be a legitimate source of data, provided
that researchers (i) recognize the limitations of unrealistic stimuli and (ii) do not rely on them
exclusively. However, the popularity of some sensational examples of sacrificial dilemmas
appears to have drawn attention away from external validity by somehow blurring the line
between rhetorical devices and scientific stimuli. Moreover, over-reliance on any one class of
stimuli can lead to common method variance that can cause the observed relationship between
variables to differ from their natural association across a wider range of situations (Campbell &
Fiske, 1959). Therefore, we believe it is important to consider the effects of our collective
methodological choices.
Trolley Problems
Trolley problems have quickly become a familiar part of literature on morality in the behavioral
sciences. Since 2000, at least 136 papers published in behavioral science outlets explicitly
discussed trolley problems in some way, and 65 of those reported original studies that used trolley problems as experimental stimuli (see Figure 1). Research on trolley problems has not only
been plentiful but has also been highly visible. Papers on trolley problems have been published
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Note: When reviewing the literature, we focused mainly on books and journals within
psychology. We included publications from related disciplines only if they heavily cited
psychology theories and research and addressed questions that fit within the purview of
psychology. We excluded papers focused on normative ethics.
Figure 1 Number of published papers that explicitly discuss trolley problems.

in top journals and have received attention from major media outlets. For example, Greene,
Sommerville, Nystrom, Darley, and Cohen’s (2001) paper in Science has been cited over 968
times. Additionally, the New York Times has run multiple features on empirical research on trolleys and other sacrificial dilemmas (e.g., Pinker, 2008; Wade, 2007), and psychology textbooks
now include trolley problems in lessons on moral judgment (e.g., Myers, 2010; Schacter,
Gilbert, & Wegner, 2011). Taken together, it is clear that trolley problems—and the larger class
of sacrificial dilemmas of which they are the most prominent examples—are the focus of a considerable amount of scholarly activity, and they represent one means for teaching students and
the general public about moral psychology. But are they representative of the methodological
rigor and sophistication that behavioral scientists typically use? A brief overview of how trolley
problems and other sacrificial dilemmas became popular may help explain why concerns about
their external validity have not been raised before.

Trolley problems as thought experiments in philosophy
Thought experiments are imaginary scenarios designed to explore the implications of a principle
or theory. Thought experiments have been a fixture in scholarly discourse since classical antiquity and have “led to enormous changes in our thinking and to an opening up of most important new paths of inquiry” (Mach, 1897/1976, p. 138). Across a wide range of disciplines,
including physics, mathematics, economics, and philosophy, thought experiments have helped
scholars identify the logical implications of a set of premises (Cooper, 2005) and call attention to
anomalies (Kuhn, 1964). In moral philosophy, thought experiments often are used to compare
broad theoretical propositions with situation-specific moral judgments (Brower, 1993).
Trolley problems are the most well-known thought experiments in the field of ethics. Foot
(1967) introduced the original version of the trolley problem as one in a series of thought experiments she designed to punctuate her argument about whether the permissibility of an action
should depend on whether harmful consequences are desired by the actor or occur as a foreseen
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but unintended side effect (i.e., the doctrine of double effect; Aquinas, 13th century/1918;
Quinn, 1989). In her version, the driver of a runaway tram must choose whether to steer from
a track with five men working on it to another with one man working on it. Foot expected
readers to agree “without hesitation” that it is morally acceptable for the driver to turn to the
track with one worker because the one worker’s death is not an essential part of the driver’s plan
to save the five (p. 8). However, she then undermined certainty behind this initial judgment by
contrasting the tram scenario with others where it does not seem morally acceptable to intend to
kill one person even if five would be saved as a result (e.g., killing and harvesting the organs of an
unwilling donor to save five people who need transplants). Through these deliberately constructed examples, she illustrated why she believed that the doctrine of double effect is less
important than the distinction between avoiding injury and bringing aid. In other words, Foot
used the trolley problem and other thought experiments as “intuition pumps” that helped her
audience understand and embrace her position (Dennett, 1984).
Thomson (1976, 1985) modified Foot’s original scenario to explore the notion that people
feel less obligated to do something that saves lives than avoid doing something that kills people
(i.e., positive and negative duties; Rawls, 1971/1999). In the process, she created the most
well-known versions of the trolley problem, each of which involved actions that sacrificed
one person to save five. In the “Bystander at the Switch” version, an actor could f lip a switch
to divert a trolley from a track with five workers onto a track with one worker. In the “Fat
Man” version (aka “footbridge” version), an actor could push a fat man off a bridge to stop a
trolley before it ran over five workers on the track ahead. Thomson’s trolley problems captivated scholars who, in turn, created even more variants to examine a number of other moral
principles and how their applicability changes as a function of seemingly subtle differences across
situations (e.g., Unger, 1996).
In sum, philosophers developed trolley problems as rhetorical devices that could help them
articulate the implications of moral principles in concrete, albeit highly unusual, situations.
Although others have criticized the use of trolley problems in philosophy (e.g., Hare, 1981;
Pincoffs, 1986; Singer, 1999), our purpose is to point out the potential limitations of using such
unrealistic scenarios in empirical behavioral science.

Trolley problems as experimental stimuli in psychology
The establishment of the first experimental psychology laboratory in 1879 by Wilhelm Wundt
is typically considered the point when philosophy and psychology diverged into distinct
disciplines (Boring, 1960). Since then, methodological differences have served as one boundary
between these two fields whose areas of inquiry often overlap. The extent to which methods
that are appropriate in one discipline can be successfully imported into the other can be limited
because philosophers and psychologists often have different orientations, assumptions, and
goals. Many moral philosophers seek to determine the right way to act in morally relevant
situations (Quinton, 1995).1 They primarily rely on logic and intuition to identify the rules
or principles that one ought to follow, and they often use thought experiments, including
trolley problems and other sacrificial dilemmas, to guide their views and bolster their
arguments. By treating thought experiments as analogues to complex moral problems,
philosophers hope to illuminate contradictions, clarify otherwise conf licting intuitions,
and demonstrate how to apply moral principles in logically consistent ways across contexts
(Bloom, 2011, Horowitz & Massey, 1991).
The use of trolley problems and other sacrificial dilemmas in philosophical argumentation
does not automatically legitimate their use in empirical investigations of psychology. Most
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moral psychologists seek to understand how people think, feel, and behave in moral situations,
and they typically use empirical methods, especially experiments, to test their claims. Because
most people are unlike philosophers in their ability and desire to achieve logical consistency
across their beliefs (Converse, 1964; see also Bandura, 1999; Chugh, Bazerman, & Banaji,
2005; Tenbrunsel & Messick, 1999), even the most sophisticated normative accounts of moral
principles may only partially explain how people actually interpret and confront moral situations. Also, tools designed to elucidate philosophers’ principled arguments under the background assumption of complete rationality in discussions of normative ethics may not be well
suited to test behavioral scientists’ descriptive claims about the psychological processes that
underlie moral judgment and behavior under the condition of bounded rationality that exists
in everyday life (cf. Simon, 1957).
Nevertheless, the prospect of using sacrificial dilemmas in psychological research is attractive
for at least three reasons. First, using common methods helps build an interdisciplinary body of
knowledge that warrants attention and helps make the science relevant. Second, sacrificial
dilemmas may appear to be a tidy way to examine moral phenomena in the laboratory because
aspects of these scenarios can be easily modified, providing experimenters with the capacity to
address a wide range of research questions. Third, the sacrificial dilemmas have helped to generate inf luential theories of moral judgment, such as Greene and colleagues’ dual-process theory
and Mikhail and colleagues’ moral grammar theory, which have spurred even more experimentation and methodological and theoretical innovations (see Greene, 2007; Greene et al., 2001;
Mikhail, 2007, 2009; and for a broader discussion, Bartels et al., in press).
Threats to External Validity
Sacrificial dilemmas are convenient to use, and their visibility in scientific and popular publications has made them a prominent experimental paradigm in moral psychology. However, many
experiments that use trolley problems and other sacrificial dilemmas as stimuli may have low
validity. In the sections that follow, we use trolley problems to illustrate the three ways that
the artificial contexts of sacrificial dilemmas can threaten external validity. First, trolley problems
are low in experimental realism because people find them to be humorous rather than serious.
Second, trolley problems are low in mundane realism because it is hard to imagine how they
could happen in real life (cf. Bennis, Medin, & Bartels, 2010a; Hare, 1981). Third, trolley problems are low in psychological realism because the implausibility of the scenario decouples moral
reproach from judgments of immorality—a link that is fundamental to the way people experience moral situations and commonly observed in other research (e.g., Haidt, Rosenberg, &
Hom, 2003; Skitka, Bauman, & Sargis, 2005; Tetlock, Kirstel, Elson, Green, & Lerner,
2000). Taken together, these limited levels of realism call into question how well studies of people’s responses to trolley problems and other artificial sacrificial dilemmas generalize and help
explain moral judgment in other, more common situations.
Experimental realism: ﬁnding humor in the death of innocent people
Trolley problems and other sacrificial dilemmas were originally designed to be entertaining.
Philosophers counted on the fantastic details of trolley problems and other sacrificial
dilemmas to lighten an otherwise dense and heavy topic. In her original discussion of the
trolley problem, for example, Foot (1967) argued that people may wish to believe that
the lone victim may somehow escape his plight provided that, “the driver of the tram does
not then leap off and brain him with a crowbar” (p. 9). She also discussed a story about
spelunkers who became trapped in a cave because an obese member of their party got stuck.
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She suggests that some in the party might try to justify setting off dynamite near the man by
arguing that, “We didn’t want to kill him … only to blow him into small pieces” (p. 7). In
the closing of her paper, Foot even wrote, “The levity of the examples is not meant to
offend” (p. 15). In stark contrast to the lightheartedness of many sacrificial dilemmas, however, people find most real-life situations involving the inevitable deaths of people in their
presence to be quite sobering. In this sense, sacrificial dilemmas differ dramatically from
the situations they are intended to exemplify.
There is no question that people sometimes find humor in dark events in the real world
(Morreall, 2009). However, there are at least two reasons why humorous descriptions of tragic
situations are problematic for behavioral scientists who wish to study the psychological mechanisms that typically underlie moral judgment. First, research on humor reveals that people see
humorous situations as non-serious or removed from real-life concerns, even though the
situations may have negative underpinnings (Apter, 1982; Martin, 2007; McGraw, Williams,
& Warren, 2014; Morreall, 2009). In particular, people find humor in benign violations, or
situations that involve apparent transgressions that are actually permissible or safe for one reason
or another, such as being ridiculous and impossible. If observers find a situation that involves the
death of innocent people to be amusing, there is good reason to believe that they are at least
partially disengaged from the moral issues at stake.
Second, humor may alter the decision-making processes people normally use to evaluate
moral situations. A large body of research shows how positivity is less motivating than negativity
(Baumeister, Bratslavsky, Finkenauer, & Vohs, 2001; Rozin & Royzman, 2001). For example,
people donate less money when faced with pictures of happy children than pictures of sad
children (Small & Verrochi, 2009). If humorous aspects of sacrificial dilemmas similarly disengage or disrupt psychological processes that prompt people to act compassionately toward
victims, sacrificial dilemmas provide a distorted view of moral decision making. Moreover,
other research indicates that people ignore or gloss over negative information in order to maintain a positive mood (Andrade, 2005; Isen & Simmonds, 1978). If people are enjoying the
humorous features of sacrificial dilemmas, they may pay less attention to the core dilemma in
the scenario to preserve their mood. In sum, the evidence suggests that humorous aspects of
the situations may alter the way people approach the grave trade-off researchers wish to study.
Therefore, finding humor in sacrificial dilemmas may indicate not only low experimental
realism but also low psychological realism.
In our experiences, classroom presentations of trolley problems (the footbridge version, in
particular) generate laughter (for a video clip, see Sandel, 2009, 4:33). Students seem to enjoy
talking about the “grisly” details of the causes and consequences of their choices in trolley problems, but they are noticeably less comfortable when discussing other morally relevant topics,
such as child labor, drone strikes, waterboarding, and discrimination and harassment in the
workplace. Keeping an audience entertained is a boon to ethics instructors and authors of scholarly papers alike, but researchers interested in testing descriptive theories of morality should
examine people’s responses to typical rather than amusingly atypical moral situations. Situations
that ostensibly involve the death of innocent people but evoke laughter seem to miss the mark
in terms of activating the processes that normally govern moral judgments.
To demonstrate that trolley problems elicit humor in experimental settings, we surveyed
undergraduates and assessed their reactions to the footbridge and bystander scenarios. Although
respondents considered pushing the man off the footbridge to be more wrong than f lipping the
switch, they found more humor in the footbridge than bystander scenario; 63% reported
laughing at least a little at the footbridge version, and 33% reported laughing at least a little at
the bystander version (see Appendix A). The high incidence of laughter suggests that both
scenarios, but especially the footbridge scenario, lack experimental realism. Therefore, one
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could question how well trolley problems, and by extension other sacrificial dilemmas, provide
ideal tests of descriptive theories of morality.
Mundane realism: unlike moral choices people might actually face
The humorous demise of innocent people is not the only way that trolley problems and other
sacrificial dilemmas may lack realism. Our experiences in the classroom also suggest that people
find aspects of trolley problems hard to believe. People often scoff at the notion that the fat
man’s body could really stop a train, question whether there really is no place for workers on
the track to go, and dispute whether anyone could really appraise all of the important aspects
of the situations with certainty and in time to act. Also, people often claim that important information is missing and ask for further details. For example, they may want to know whether they
know anyone on the footbridge or on the tracks (Bloom, 2011), whether anyone from the railroad is aware of the situation or in a position to help, why no other safety mechanisms are in
place, and whether they can ignore the legal ramifications of their actions. Thus, trolley problems may lack mundane realism because people often reject the worlds that trolley problems and
other sacrificial dilemmas depict, even if they can get past the humorous elements (for more on
this issue of “closed-world assumptions”, see Bazerman & Greene, 2010; Bennis et al., 2010a;
Bennis, Medin, & Bartels, 2010b; Schwartz, 2010, and Tetlock & Mitchell, 2010).
Trolley problems also lack mundane realism because the catastrophes depicted in sacrificial
dilemmas differ considerably from the type and scale of moral situations people typically face
in real life. To illustrate this point, we measured how realistic our participants found trolley
problems compared with short scenarios about contemporary social issues (viz. abortion and
gay marriage; see Appendix B). As another point of comparison, we also measured the perceived
realism of Kohlberg’s (1981) Heinz dilemma because it played such a prominent role in theory
and research on moral psychology before the emergence of trolley problems. People rated the
trolley problems to be much less realistic than the short scenarios about contemporary social
issues. The Heinz dilemma fell in between trolley problems and contemporary issues, but
participants rated it as substantially more realistic than the trolley problems. Therefore, using
trolley problems in empirical research represents a significant step backward, in external validity,
from what used to be the prototypical moral situation. To be clear, we are not suggesting that
the field go back to using Heinz or that the scenarios we created based on contemporary moral
social issues are ideal stimuli. We merely use these scenarios as reference points to demonstrate
that trolley problems are much less realistic than other scenarios that one could easily create
and use in research.
There are instances when researchers may be justified in selecting experimental contexts that
do not mimic reality (Mook, 1983). In this particular case, however, it is unclear how or why it
is better to test theories of morality using sacrificial dilemmas than more commonly encountered situations.2 Few participants in psychology experiments have direct experience making
quick decisions that determine who will live and who will die, and few would even expect
to face anything even remotely similar. Although researchers commonly assume that the psychology of trolley problems parallels real-world decision making, there is little or no evidence
that suggests that it is advantageous (and therefore necessary) to examine scenarios with so little
in common with situations that participants more typically face. In short, mundane realism may
not be absolutely necessary for every study in a research program, but it is a desirable quality for
experiments to have. In the absence of explicit reasons to abandon it, researchers’ default choice
should be to maintain mundane realism.
Before moving on, we note that a few researchers have assessed how skeptical their participants were about trolley problems. Greene et al. (2009), for example, asked participants to
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indicate a reluctance to go along with a scenario, and they did not analyze data from participants
who did so. About 5% of participants in one study and 12% in another circled the item: I did not
find the description from the preceding pages to be realistic, and my answers ref lect my inability to take
seriously the description that was given. We believe this is a reasonable approach to data collection
and better than doing nothing at all. However, the success of the approach depends on whether
participants are willing and able to identify the drivers of their judgments, and so these rates of
endorsement could under represent the problem. Additionally, participants may be reluctant to
tell researchers that the study is absurd because demand characteristics prompt participants to
behave in socially desirable ways (Orne, 1959; Weber & Cook, 1972). It therefore seems
preferable to use more believable scenarios rather than depend on the accuracy of measures with
known limitations.
Screening out skeptical participants is not the only way that researchers have tried to address
problems associated with perceived realism. Greene et al. (2009) also asked participants to rate
the likelihood that the actions taken in the scenario (e.g., pushing a man off the footbridge or
f lipping the switch) would actually produce the outcome described and used these data as
covariates in analyses. In two studies, participants’ disbelief about the events described in the
scenario had significant effects on choice, even though data from participants who indicated that
they were unable to view the scenario realistically had already been removed from the analyses.
In other words, disbelief inf luenced choice even among participants who passed the believability check. Therefore, these studies provide empirical evidence that (i) screening out skeptical
participants is insufficient to eliminate problems and (ii) a lack of perceived realism is a legitimate
threat to the validity of studies that use sacrificial dilemmas. Of course, one could try to measure
and statistically control for disbelief. As with screening out skeptical participants, however, it
seems more straightforward to use more believable scenarios.
Taken together, Greene et al.’s (2009) efforts to address problems associated with realism
illustrate our concerns. On the one hand, researchers can reduce the inf luence of unrealistic
stimuli on results if they screen participants and statistically control for a perceived lack of realism. On the other hand, few researchers use these practices; the vast majority of trolley studies
report no such controls. Further, it is difficult to know whether these controls are sufficiently
precise to completely remove the error in analyses of covariance. We believe that enhancing
realism would be a more effective tool for addressing these concerns.
Psychological realism: immoral but not unwelcome
Although experimental and mundane realism are desirable qualities of many studies (Aronson
et al., 1998), they may not be essential when researchers are interested in assessing whether
something can happen rather than how frequently something does happen (Mook, 1983).
Researchers often conduct experiments to test the capacity of a theory to predict what happens
under specific (even artificial) conditions in the laboratory. In these cases, results provide evidence about whether the theory is correct, and it is the theory—not the laboratory setting—that
generalizes to the real world. As a result, it is not always crucial that an experimental context resemble the real world, but even Mook explicitly endorsed the necessity of psychological realism
in his landmark paper on why external invalidity may not be problematic. In other words, there
is consensus that the validity of any study necessarily depends on the extent to which the
research setting engages the processes of interest, irrespective of whether researchers are interested in whether something can or does happen (see also Aronson et al., 1998). Therefore, a lack
of psychological realism could be the most important threat to sacrificial dilemmas.
Sacrificial dilemmas may fit definitional criteria for what a moral situation is (e.g., they involve harm), but they may not activate the same psychological processes as more realistic moral
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situations. That is, sacrificial dilemmas may be poor models of moral situations. Of course,
scientists and engineers often use simplified models to gain traction toward understanding complex phenomena. In genetics, for example, researchers often study fruit f lies rather than humans
because DNA functions basically the same way in all organisms. However, simplified models
only are useful if crucial elements of the model extend to the more complex phenomena that
they purportedly represent. If DNA functioned differently across species, experiments conducted on fruit f lies would be less able to inform researchers’ understanding of human genetics.
Put differently, it makes sense to use fruit f lies to study genetics because fruit f lies have humanlike DNA, but it would not make sense to use fruit f lies to study osteology because insects’
exoskeletons are too different from human bones. For the same reason, the results of studies
of sacrificial dilemmas may have only limited bearing on more general theories of morality. If
some psychological processes differ across sacrificial dilemmas and other moral situations, even
the most sophisticated accounts of how people make decisions about sacrificial dilemmas may
not generalize and help to explain the way people usually make moral judgments outside of
the laboratory.
One potential indication that humorous and unrealistic sacrificial dilemmas engage different psychological processes than other moral situations is that they are socially inconsequential. One characteristic feature of morality is that it inherently motivates and justifies
responses to perceived violations (Bauman & Skitka, 2009; Skitka et al., 2005; cf. Hume,
1888/1739–1740). In other words, people do not sit idly and watch moral transgressions
and transgressors; they are moved by them. People express outrage, report a strong sense
of contempt and disgust, and fear moral contagion when they witness or even contemplate
wrongdoing (Haidt, Rozin, McCauley, & Imada, 1997; Rozin, Haidt, & McCauley, 2008;
Tetlock et al., 2000). They also distance themselves from morally dissimilar others; they are
uncomfortable in relationships (e.g., close friends and romantic partners, but also co-workers
and neighbors) with people who disagree with their moral beliefs (Haidt et al., 2003; Skitka
et al., 2005; Wright, Cullum, & Schwab, 2008). In our classroom experiences with trolley
problems, however, no one ostracizes or even seriously reprimands those who would push
the fat man or refuse to f lip the switch. If anything, our students approach the “reprobates”
with curiosity, and there is a distinct absence of repulsion. Therefore, trolley problems and
other sacrificial dilemmas may lack psychological realism because people act differently to
people who make deviant choices in these settings than to those who break moral rules in
other situations.
We conducted a demonstration to show that discomfort with morally dissimilar others
disappears when people think situations are unrealistic (see Appendix C). We found that
whether trolley problems had social consequences like other moral situations depended on
the perceived realism of the scenario. The majority of the sample considered the scenario relatively unrealistic, and for these participants, there was no significant relationship between moral
conviction and discomfort with people who disagreed with their moral judgments about the
footbridge and bystander scenarios. Therefore, on average, trolley problems failed to elicit a
response that has been documented by multiple other moral contexts (Haidt et al., 2003; Skitka
et al., 2005; Wright et al., 2008), and researchers would not have detected an effect of moral
conviction on moral distancing if prior research on moral distancing had been conducted using
trolley problems. Importantly, the minority of our sample who considered the scenarios more
realistic showed a significant relationship between moral conviction and discomfort with
morally dissimilar others. Therefore, there does not appear to be anything about moral dilemmas
per se (e.g., a difficult choice between two undesirable outcomes) that promotes tolerance of
moral disagreement. Instead, tolerance emerges only when people perceive the situation to
be unrealistic.
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Given that trolley problems and other sacrificial dilemmas differ from other moral situations
in their propensity to activate social distancing processes, they also seem likely to differ in terms
of whether and how they engage other important features of moral judgment as well. Researchers who rely heavily on trolley problems and other sacrificial dilemmas may therefore miss
or distort aspects of morality that normally operate under other circumstances. Moreover, it is
also possible that trolley problems and other sacrificial dilemmas activate or accentuate other
psychological processes that do not typically play important roles in other moral situations.
Therefore, our concern about psychological realism ref lects the possibility that trolley problems
and other sacrificial dilemmas understate the role of some psychological processes and overstate
the role of others. As a field, we cannot discern how these differences might affect theory generation without a corpus of data from a variety of stimuli, which is precisely why we encourage
researchers to use experimental stimuli that are both more realistic and more diverse.
Discussion
Sacrificial dilemmas are intrinsically engaging situations that people enjoy pondering. These scenarios have generated interest in morality from scholars and the general public alike. However,
we believe that trolley problems and other similar sacrificial dilemmas have low external validity. Our discussion has focused on three points: (i) trolley problems are amusing rather than
sobering, (ii) trolley problems are unrealistic and unlike anything people encounter in the real
world, and (iii) trolley problems do not engage the same psychological processes as other moral
situations. By extension, we worry that many sacrificial dilemmas set in similarly artificial settings may exhibit similar characteristics. Therefore, we are concerned that examining people’s
responses to sacrificial dilemmas may provide only a partial view of how people tend to confront
moral situations in their everyday lives.
Prior descriptive research that has used sacrificial dilemmas has been generative, but we
believe that the field would benefit from exploring alternatives. We caution the field about
continuing to develop a science of how people respond to contrived situations that may capture
only some aspects of moral judgment and decision making and distort the way some psychological processes operate. Considering the dramatic rise in the number of empirical investigations
that use sacrificial dilemmas, we fear that some researchers have begun to rely on them in their
research because others have used them rather than because they are the best way to address
their particular research question. We also worry that reviewers may now be less likely to scrutinize the methodological merit of studies that use even highly artificial sacrificial dilemmas
because papers that feature them have made it through the review process in the past.
Moving forward
We have argued that trolley problems and similarly unrealistic sacrificial dilemmas are problematic, but we have not yet provided alternatives to these scenarios. Before doing so, we wish to
reiterate that we do not advocate abandoning moral dilemmas or scenarios entirely. There is
nothing intrinsically problematic with scenarios that pose trade-offs between active and passive
harm, between indirect and direct harm, or means versus ends. In fact, we think that it is important to understand how people reason, make choices, and act in situations that involve moral
trade-offs. We believe that carefully constructed scenarios can play a crucial role in helping to
elucidate some of the contours of moral cognition. That said, we think that using one or a small
number of hypothetical scenarios that require participants to imagine highly improbable and
implausible events is problematic for many research questions. Our concern is that participants
posed with such scenarios can easily get caught up in the fantastical details or reject the
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assumptions of these scenarios entirely, which may obscure the psychological processes the
researchers intend to study. In short, there is nothing wrong with the structure of sacrificial
dilemmas (i.e., the theoretical “meat” of the scenarios), but the semantics of these dilemmas
can undermine their utility as tools for testing descriptive psychological theories.
To mitigate our concerns, researchers could create new scenarios involving the same kinds of
trade-offs as sacrificial dilemmas but present them in ways that are more consistent with how
people might face those trade-offs in the real world. For example, engineers and designers routinely evaluate product safety for potential risk and likely benefits, managers sometimes have to
decide which employees to retain and which to lay off, medical professionals and administrators
must make decisions about the allocation of scarce medical resources, and people charged with
managing natural resources sometimes have to distribute harm to one or more animal or plant
populations to mitigate a risk to another species. Many examples like these can be found in the
literature (e.g., Bartels & Medin, 2007; Cushman, Knobe, & Sinnott-Armstrong, 2008;
Reynolds, 2006; Ritov & Baron, 1999; Tetlock et al., 2000). In short, it should not be difficult
to use scenarios that have better external validity than sacrificial dilemmas.
We recognize that adding in real-world context could cause participants to react to a particular incidental detail of a specific context, but this risk is no greater in studies of moral judgment
than any other topic. Also, minimalism does not necessarily eliminate all potential problems
associated with idiosyncrasies in stimuli. “Bare bones” scenarios that provide very limited contextual information can fail to elicit the same responses as more contextually rich scenarios
(FeldmanHall et al., 2012). Presenting participants with more than one stimulus—and different
types of stimuli (i.e., not just a battery of sacrificial dilemmas)—is the best way to test the robustness and generalizability of a response tendency.

Sampling different contexts
Relying on a single set of stimuli limits external validity. If the majority of studies on a particular
question all use stimuli that share some characteristics, then it can be difficult to determine how
well common features of the stimuli are affecting the results (Campbell & Fiske, 1959; Wells &
Windschitl, 1999). Put differently, we cannot know how well the results of studies conducted
on one particular class of stimuli generalize until we have data from studies that sample a wide
range of stimuli (see McGuire, Langdon, Coltheart, & Mackenzie, 2009; Ugazio, Lamm, &
Singer, 2012). Of course, the literature on moral judgment and decision making now includes
evidence from multiple sacrificial dilemmas. If each has low external validity, however, gathering data from several sacrificial dilemmas cannot address generalizability as well as examining at
least some realistic dilemmas and testing for differences across stimuli (after ensuring that there is
sufficient statistical power to detect them).
Over-reliance on a particular set of stimuli is not unprecedented, and progress can be
inhibited by the very same stimuli that initially captured people’s attention and fueled advances
in research. In social psychology, for example, heavy use of the attitude attribution paradigm
(i.e., pro-/anti-Castro essays; Jones & Harris, 1967) in the 1970s led to many incremental
publications but only limited progress toward understanding the causes or breadth of correspondence bias (Gilbert & Malone, 1995). In decision-making research, studies of simple, monetary
gambles have been the norm for decades. However, recent research shows that these studies
have limited generalizability because people reason differently about gambles that feature
monetary and non-monetary outcomes (McGraw, Shafir, & Todorov, 2010; Rottenstreich
& Hsee, 2001). Similarly, in early research on memory, Ebbinghaus (1885/1919) used tasks
where people memorized nonsense syllables (e.g., “fip” and “jid”) to examine, among other
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things, how memory decays over time. It is now understood, however, that the use of meaningless syllables prevented research from understanding the importance of context and content
on memory processes (Baddeley, Eysenck, & Anderson, 2009). In sum, using stimuli that represent only one out of many possible contexts can produce blind spots in theories; the weights
people attach to features of situations and the choice strategies they use are heavily content and
context dependent (Goldstein & Weber, 1995; Rettinger & Hastie, 2001). Therefore, moral
psychology should test theories in a wide range of moral contexts and avoid overrepresentation
of any one scenario.
Given the complexity of moral cognition and behavior in the real world, we suggest that the
best research solutions will rely on a combination of scenarios, behavioral laboratory studies, and
work conducted outside of the lab. Although currently underused, field work, such as Fiske’s
(1991) observations of relational differences between Americans and Africans or Ginges, Atran,
and colleagues’ studies on sacred values in suicide/martyrdom attacks and peace negotiations
(Ginges & Atran, 2009; Ginges, Atran, Sachdeva, & Medin, 2011) complement vignette-based
and laboratory work and provide alternative means for testing theories (for a discussion of
further benefits of moving beyond the laboratory, see Bartels et al., in press).
A ﬁnal thought about the impact of methods on theory
This is not the first time that one set of methods has reached such prominence in moral psychology. Kohlberg’s (1981) Heinz dilemma was a mainstay of empirical investigations of morality
for almost two decades. Kohlberg’s theory focused on moral reasoning, and he designed the
Heinz dilemma so that he could examine people’s explanations for their judgments. As psychologists began to question rationalism and embrace intuitionism, they became more skeptical of
whether reasons drive judgment or whether there are bi-directional effects, whereby reasons
can be post-hoc justifications of intuitive judgments (e.g., Cushman, Young, & Greene,
2010; Haidt, 2001; Paxton, Ungar, & Greene, 2012). Correspondingly, studies began to focus
more on moral judgments and less on the reasons people provide for them. When designing
experiments that would help identify the psychological processes that underlie moral judgment,
researchers shifted away from studying relatively “complex” and “messy” situations like the
Heinz dilemma to studying “simpler” and “cleaner” (but less realistic) situations depicted in
sacrificial dilemmas (cf., Monin, Pizarro, & Beer, 2007). Much as the Heinz dilemma caused
researchers to miss aspects of moral judgment that did not stem from deliberate reasoning,
sacrificial dilemmas may cause researchers to miss aspects of moral judgment that function
differently in implausible, contextually-impoverished situations.
A science of morality that over-relies on any one paradigmatic set of experimental materials
stands a chance of misunderstanding the fundamental processes that operate in everyday morality. This issue, of course, is not endemic to morality—it is a major problem to any area of
inquiry. In the end, the confidence we have in our outcomes rests on the rigor of our process.
If we are to build strong empirical science in psychology, we must always be willing to selfconsciously reassess our methods.
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Notes
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1
We recognize that this description is an oversimpliﬁcation of the broad range of questions and methods that moral
philosophers use. However, this statement accurately represents a large portion of moral philosophy and the type of
scholarship from which trolley problems and other sacriﬁcial dilemmas emerged.
2
One might argue that sacriﬁcial dilemmas are useful as novel situations that elicit unrehearsed responses from participants,
but recent data indicate that many participants are familiar with them. We presented the bystander and footbridge versions of
the trolley problem to psychology undergraduates at a large university (N = 70). No researchers using the subject pool had
used trolley problems previously, and course instructors had not discussed them. However, 64% recognized the switch
problem, and 39% recognized the footbridge problem. We found similar levels of familiarity in a marketing subject pool
at the same university (N = 84; 64% switch and 52% footbridge). Thirty percent of MTurk workers are familiar with the
switch problem, and familiarity increased dramatically as a function of MTurk activity; 68% of MTurk workers in the
90–98th percentile of activity and 85% of MTurk workers in the 99th percentile of activity were familiar with the switch
problem (Chandler, Mueller, & Paolacci, 2013). In short, trolley problems are no longer novel to participants.
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Appendix A
Eighty-four undergraduate psychology students at a large, public university read either the
bystander or footbridge version of the trolley problem. We used the versions that Greene
et al. (2001) presented in the text of their paper (not the stimuli they used in their studies)
because they are fairly standard descriptions of the scenarios and similar to what appears in many
empirical studies of trolley problems:
A runaway trolley is headed for five people who will be killed if it proceeds on its present
course. The only way to save them is to hit a switch that will turn the trolley onto an alternate
set of tracks where it will kill one person instead of five. Should you turn the trolley in order
to save five people at the expense of one?
A trolley threatens to kill five people. You are standing next to a large stranger on a footbridge
that spans the tracks, in between the oncoming trolley and the five people. The only way to
save the five people is to push this stranger off the bridge, onto the tracks below. He will die if
you do this, but his body will stop the trolley from reaching the others. Should you save the
five others by pushing this stranger to his death?
We asked participants, “Is it wrong to f lip the switch [push the fat man]?” and three questions
that assessed humor: “Is this funny?” “Is this amusing?”, and “Did this make you laugh?”
Participants could either indicate “0: No” or answer affirmatively on a five-point scale with
point labels that ranged from “1: A little” to “5: A lot”. We averaged responses to the three
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humor items (α = 0.84). Consistent with prior research, students considered pushing the man off
the footbridge to be more wrong (M = 3.3, SD = 1.5) than f lipping the switch (M = 1.4, SD= 1.5), F(1, 82) = 34.72, p < 0.001. However, participants also perceived more humor in the
footbridge (M = 2.1, SD = 1.4) than bystander scenario (M = 1.0, SD = 1.2), F(1, 82) = 7.13, p< 0.01. Also, 63% of participants reported that the footbridge was at least a little humorous, and
33% reported finding at least a little humor in the bystander version, χ 2(1, 84) = 8.13, p < 0.01.

Appendix B
Two hundred twenty-three people from Amazon’s MTurk website read and responded to
five scenarios presented in a counterbalanced order. After reading each scenario, participants
indicated whether the actor in the scenario should perform the action described using a
four-point scale with point labels of definitely no, probably no, probably yes, and definitely yes.
Participants then rated how much they agreed or disagreed with four statements designed to
assess mundane realism: “This scenario is realistic”, “This scenario is similar to choices people
make in real life”, “It’s easy to imagine being in a situation like this”, and “This would never
happen in real life” (reverse scored). Participants responded using seven-point scales with point
labels that ranged from strongly support to strongly oppose. We averaged scores for analyses
(α = 0.77–0.79 across scenarios)

Footbridge

Bystander

Heinz

Gay marriage

Abortion

Scenario

M

SD

A runaway trolley is hurtling down the tracks toward ﬁve people who are unable
to escape. You are standing on a footbridge over the tracks next to a large man.
You can push the man onto the tracks to stop the trolley and save the lives of the
ﬁve people, but the man will be killed. Should you push the man?
A runaway trolley is hurtling down the tracks toward ﬁve people who are unable
to escape. You can ﬂip a switch to divert the trolley onto a side track and save the
lives of the ﬁve people, but one person on the side track will be killed. Should you
ﬂip the switch?
A woman was near death from a special kind of cancer. There was one drug that
the doctors thought might save her. It was a form of radium that a druggist in the
same town had recently discovered. The drug was expensive to make, but the
druggist was charging ten times what the drug cost him to make. He paid $200
for the radium and charged $2000 for a small dose of the drug. The sick woman’s
husband went to everyone he knew to borrow the money, but he could only get
together about $1000, which is half of what it cost. He told the druggist that his
wife was dying and asked him to sell it cheaper or let him pay later. But the
druggist said: “No, I discovered the drug and I’m going to make money from it”.
Should the husband break into the man’s store to steal the drug?
Two gay men have been in a romantic relationship for a several years. They are
committed to each other and plan to be together for the rest of their lives. Should
they be able to be legally married, if that is what they want?
A 19-year-old woman is in the ﬁrst trimester of pregnancy and is uncertain about
what to do. She is unmarried and cannot support herself ﬁnancially. Should she
be able to terminate the pregnancy by having an abortion, if that is her decision?

3.5a

1.6

3.9b

1.6

4.8c

1.5

6.4d

1.1

6.5d

1.0

Note: Superscripts denote means that differ at p < 0.05.
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Appendix C
Forty-eight people from Amazon’s MTurk website read the bystander and footbridge scenarios
in random order (see Appendix B for the exact wording of the scenarios). After reading each
scenario, participants indicated whether the actor in the scenario should perform the action
described using a seven-point scale with point labels that ranged from strongly support to strongly
oppose. We then asked participants, “How much does your choice about whether to f lip the
switch [push the man] relate to your personal moral convictions and core moral values?” Participants responded on five-point scales with point labels that ranged from not at all to very much.
Then, participants completed a ten-item social distance scale (Skitka et al., 2005). Specifically,
we asked, “How comfortable or uncomfortable you would be with having the following relationships with someone who has the opposite opinion about this situation?”, and we presented
the following relationships in random order: President of the USA, Governor of your state, coworker, roommate, marry into your family, someone you would personally date, your personal
physician, a close personal friend, teacher of your children, and your spiritual advisor (α = 0.94
for the bystander; α = 0.95 for the footbridge). Participants responded on five-point scales with
endpoint labels of uncomfortable to comfortable. Finally, participants rated how much they agreed or
disagreed with five statements designed to assess realism (α = 0.74 for the bystander; α = 0.70 for
the footbridge): “This scenario is funny”, “This scenario is humorous”, “This scenario is realistic”, “This scenario is similar to choices people make in real life”, and “It’s easy to imagine being
in a situation like this”. All measures were centered before use in analysis (Aiken & West, 1991).
Bystander
Ordinary least squares regression analysis tested the effect of moral conviction and realism on
social distance for the bystander scenario. Neither the effect of moral conviction, β = 0.16,
t(45) = 01.24, p = 0.220 nor the effect of realism was significant, β = 1.01, t(45) = 1.64,
p = 0.108. However, the interaction of moral conviction and realism was significant,
β = 0.32, t(45) = 2.02, p = 0.049. Analyses of simple effects explored the effect of moral conviction on comfort at high (+1 SD), mean, and low ( 1 SD) levels of realism. When realism
was high, the simple slope of moral conviction was significant, β = 0.42, t(45) = 2.20,
p = 0.033. As moral conviction increased, comfort with dissimilar others decreased. However,
the simple slope of moral conviction was not significant at mean levels of realism, β = 0.16,
t(45) = 1.24, p = 0.221, or when realism was low, β = 0.09, t(45) = 0.50, p = 0.620.
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Footbridge
Ordinary least squares regression analysis tested the effect of moral conviction and realism on
social distance for the footbridge scenario. The effect of moral conviction was not significant,
β = 0.18, t(45) = 1.61, p = 0.113, but the effect of realism was significant, β = 1.29,
t(45) = 2.54, p = 0.014. Additionally, the interaction of moral conviction and realism was significant, β = 0.42, t(45) = 3.16, p = 0.003. Analyses of simple effects explored the effect of
moral conviction on comfort at high (+1 SD), mean, and low ( 1 SD) levels of realism. When
realism was high, the simple slope of moral conviction was significant, β = 0.53,
t(45) = 3.37, p = 0.002. As moral conviction increased, comfort with dissimilar others
decreased. However, the simple slope of moral conviction was not significant at mean levels of
realism, β = 0.18, t(45) = 1.61, p = 0.114, or when realism was low, β = 0.17, t(45) = 1.05,
p = 0.298.

Taken together, the results show that perceived realism moderates the effect of moral conviction on social distance. At mean levels of perceived realism and when aggregated across
levels of perceived realism, the association between moral conviction and moral distancing is
not significant. Therefore, trolley problems appear to lack psychological realism.
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